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We publish writers who 
need to be read; who turn 
the world upside-down 
with their insight. Knowing 
the surge of joy that comes 
out of a book, we create 
beautiful objects that will 
still be in the cultural 
imagination 100 years on.

Upswell has developed a much bigger list of books than I had anticipated 
when I announced my intentions in December 2020. There are 38 books 
released so far. 15 of them have been first books by new authors.

2024 will be the third full year of releases for Upswell. I’ll dispense with the 
hyperbole but this year’s list proves to me that some of the strongest writing 
being made these days is narrative nonfiction: essays and memory writing. 
Hybrid forms of writing that stretch expression and interrogate ideas, where 
every sentence counts. There are also four volumes of poetry, and a large 
format book of photographic images and accompanying essays chronicling 
the resistance of Australia’s First Nations people to their colonial oppression. 
For over 50 years, photographer Juno Gemes has documented their activism, 
achievements and struggles. Alongside her images are essays by brilliant 
First Nations and other writers.

2023 was a fast and furious year with my first graphic novel (by artist Rachel 
Coad), two big books about two Aboriginal art movements of great note 
(see my backlist entries on page 19), and 14 other books that exceeded my 
expectations to be well received by readers and reviewers. Shortlistings 
continue as do international rights sales and sales of audio books.

The women of Chil3 Design Studio in Fremantle continue to support my ideas 
for books as beautiful objects (thanks, Becky Chilcott and Betty Richards). 
Peter Long and Marcus Piper have also contributed brilliantly to Upswell’s 
book design.

Times are tough for literary publishers when escapism is the order of the day 
and deep reading can sometimes be too much of a chore when there is such 
pain surrounding us. But I can vouch for every one of these books, sometimes 
carrying humour, sometimes savage wit, and often expressing an idea in an 
entirely new or distinctive way. I work with people who believe in these 
values: authors and artists, editors and typesetters, designers and publicists. 
My not-for-profit company is steered through its progress by three Board 
directors, Dr Carmen Lawrence, Linda Savage, and myself.

Terri-ann

Terri-ann White at home | Credit: Robert Frith from his Isolation Portraits 2020

Upswell operates in the city of Perth, on ancient country of the Whadjuk people of the 
Noongar nation who remain the spiritual and cultural custodians. We acknowledge their 
continuing connection to country and express gratitude to elders past and present.
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Cover artwork
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Fat Chance:  
Journalism Poems
Kent MacCarter

In Fat Chance, poet and publisher Kent MacCarter investigates variations on 
how non-fiction can be reported, taking an uncanny look into sole survivors 
of major airline crashes, a memoir approach at the surgical complication 
known as gossypiboma – where an instrument is left behind in a body cavity 
after surgery – a recount of marketing tactics for children’s toys and more.

Columns of justified prose lure you into the familiar channels of reporting 
facts; you could be mistaken for believing there is no poet or poetry here 
at all. Yet, the primary purpose of Fat Chance is not the transmission of 
information, and it thrives on contradiction. Contrary to the title’s colloquial 
meaning, it offers you ample possibility. Here, the journalistic and the poetic 
collide to liberate language from truth so you can wander in the wide, 
bountiful space between.

Emotion is denuded from the stories, forcing you to fill the void with your 
own suppositions and terrors … rubbernecking at yourself on why you are 
uncomfortably allured. With its irony and absurdity dialled up to the sublime, 
you will be confronted by this feel-bad book of the year.

KENT MacCarter is a poet and publisher based in 
Castlemaine, Victoria. His publishing career 
began at University of Chicago Press in 2000; 
since then, he has worked with educational 
publishers and, for the past 12 years been the 
managing editor of Cordite Poetry Review and  
for 8 years publisher of Cordite Books. His writing 
has been published widely and includes four 
poetry collections. Kent has been an active 
participant in writing and publishing communities 
for decades.

Kent MacCarter 

Fat Chance
Journalism Poems
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Ghost Poetry
Robbie Coburn

“I saved the pieces of you when you fell apart”

Robert Adamson wrote that Robbie Coburn’s poems “come from tough 
experiences, yet are created with a muscular craft that glows with alert 
intelligence”.

Largely set within stark farmland and surreal, nightmarish dreams, Coburn’s 
new collection of poems, Ghost Poetry, is haunted by depression, trauma, 
addiction, memory, regret, and the spectre of mutilation and violence 
inflicted on the human body, accompanied by the desire to leave. 

But through this, there is always the process of the poet writing; an act that 
both dissects and preserves experience and suffering, but ultimately creates 
an engine of survival (to quote Leonard Cohen).

Always vulnerable, and often confronting and harrowing, Ghost Poetry is a 
beautifully crafted and important work that will scar the reader.

ROBBIE COBURN’S books include The Other 
Flesh and Rain Season. He has also published 
several chapbooks.

His poems have been published in Poetry, 
Meanjin, Island, Westerly, and elsewhere, and 
anthologised in books including Writing to the 
Wire and To End All Wars.

Additionally, Coburn’s haiku has been published 
widely, including in Modern Haiku, The Heron’s 
Nest and Frogpond, and anthologised in a hole 
in the light: The Red Moon Anthology of English-
Language Haiku 2018.

Born in 1994, Coburn grew up on his family’s farm in Woodstock, Victoria.  
He is currently based in Melbourne.

Robbie Coburn 

Ghost Poetry

“These poems of honesty and intimacy are like branding 
irons that take possession of loss, absence, heart ache 
and grief. They are fire-heated with urgency and with 
the need to own and to proclaim what trauma does to  
the heart and the body.” 
Judith Beveridge
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Release Date
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Imprint
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ISBN
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Cover artwork
Robert Adamson, Paper Sailfish 
in a Sea of Ink

Birds and Fish:  
life on the Hawkesbury
Robert Adamson

In the old days I used to think art
That was purely imagined could fly higher
Than anything real. Now I feel a small fluttering
Bird in my own pulse, a connection to the sky.
—from ‘The Kingfisher’s Soul’

In the last year of his life, with the help of friend and poet Devin Johnston, 
Robert Adamson put together a selection of his writings on the natural 
world. Birds and Fish defines the presences in his life on the Hawkesbury 
River and includes excerpts from his autobiography, Inside Out, as well as 
essays written over the years for Fishing World; some prose poems; and 
journal excerpts related to his bowerbird Spinoza. Adamson’s prose is vivid, 
precise, and draws on his life on the river and his poetic sensibility. The book 
also includes drawings by Robert Adamson.

ROBERT ADAMSON was an Australian poet. He 
was born in 1943 and lived near the Hawkesbury 
River for most of his life. As a juvenile delinquent 
growing up on the shores of Sydney Harbour, he 
often sought refuge on the Hawkesbury at the 
home of his paternal grandfather, who fished its 
waters for over four decades. As Adamson 
recounts in his autobiography Inside Out, his 
grandfather taught the future poet how to ‘read’ 
the river, advising him to ‘never stay away too 
long’ and imparting the instinctive knowledge 
that ‘all rivers flow into this one.’ Adamson never 

forgot this advice, even during the dark years of reform school and personal 
turmoil that followed, when he first came to poetry.

With a career spanning five decades and countless literary awards, 
Adamson is recognised as one of Australia’s greatest poets. His books are 
published in the UK and the USA, and his poems have been translated into 
several languages. He published twenty-one volumes of poetry and his 
autobiography, Inside Out, was published in 2004.

Adamson was a key player in the growth of the ‘New Australian Poetry’ and 
an editor of the Poetry Society of Australia’s magazine, New Poetry, from 
1968 to 1982. He worked as a poetry editor and consultant and established 
several small publishing companies, including Prism Books and Big Smoke. 
With his wife, the photographer Juno Gemes, he published Paper Bark Press 
from 1986 until 2002. 

Robert Adamson died in December 2022. He worked with his friend and 
fellow poet Devin Johnston to prepare this book. Devin Johnston is the 
author of several collections of poetry, including Dragons (Farrar, Straus and 
Giroux, 2023). An editor of Flood Editions, Johnston teaches at Saint Louis 
University in Missouri, where he lives.
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Roslyn Orlando 

Ekho

Ekho 
Roslyn Orlando

Ekho is a poem in three parts. Through poetic narrative, this work considers 
the ‘echo’ as a social and historical phenomenon. From Echo, the nymph 
of Greek mythology whose voice was stolen by the gods, through to the 
advent of the Amazon Echo smart speaker, the echo has been described as 
a condition of voicelessness, unfulfilled desire, loss and entrapment. These 
poems reconsider echoing as a poetic practice, and as an orienting device 
that tunes the world into itself.

ROSLYN ORLANDO is an artist, writer and 
gardener based in Melbourne on Wurundjeri 
Country. Her writing and artistic works explore 
relationships between language, history and 
technology. She studied Journalism at the 
University of Sydney, and Arts Politics at Tisch 
School of the Arts, New York University.

“A wry, dazzling mind-bender. Read immediately.” 
Chloe Hooper
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“The nymph Ekho, cursed by the gods and devastated by loss, dissipates 
into fragments of the voices of others. Now, here, in the reverberating 
chamber of a hellish present of “password fatigue” and “feeble 
superannuation”, Ekho returns to repeat all that she could not speak 
before. In this “affair of tongue” — which is also a dialogue of mountains 

— Roslyn Orlando brilliantly gives a voice to the very personification of 
no-voice.”
Justin Clemens
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Family photograph of the author

Excitable Boy:  
Essays on Risk
Dominic Gordon

What happens to the adolescent spirit when all vestiges of innocence about 
the world are foregone, replaced within the grinding sounds of concrete and 
metal of the CBD of Melbourne? A place where train tunnels become nesting 
sites, carpark stairwells spots to refuel on methamphetamine and hide from 
predators; where agility leads you across nightclub rooftops. For a rest, why 
not ride on the back of a train as it speeds through the night? The dangers of 
a decades-long exploration of risk in the streets of his city is exhilarating. 

In these original essays, Dominic Gordon, explores his memories in tight 
prose bursting with insight, audacious ideas and dark humour. Excitable Boy 
is an immersive experience of what it was like growing up in and around 
criminal-class and working-class culture in the inner city of Melbourne at the 
turn of the twentieth century.

DOMINIC GORDON is from Melbourne. His work 
has appeared Meanjin, The Suburban Review, 
Visible Ink and other literary journals. In 2016 he 
created and produced a radio play that was 
broadcast on Radio National’s, Soundproof 
program, called Cooked in the Big Smoke. In 2018 
Dominic was awarded a Berry Street Fellowship 
at the State Library of Victoria. Excitable Boy: 
Essays on Risk is his first book.

Dominic Gordon

Excitable Boy
Essays on Risk
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Bullet Paper Rock: 
A Memoir of Words and Wars
Abbas El-Zein

In Abbas El-Zein’s new memoir, conflicts abound – either tragic or amusing, 
sometimes both – between teachers and students, left- and right-wing 
factions, civilians and militiamen and, not least, French and Arabic, two 
languages vying for primacy in the post-colonial worlds of Beirut and the 
Levant, with English coming fast from behind. 

By the time he graduated from high school, El-Zein had nearly drowned 
in the Mediterranean, survived the breakout of civil war and lived through 
the violent death of two close family members. He witnessed Syrian and 
Israeli soldiers invade his country and, from his bedroom balcony, saw the 
mushroom cloud of the explosion that killed hundreds of American and 
French marines. But while war and tragedy struck every now and then, 
everyday life continued unabated, rich with humour, serendipity and love of 
many kinds. 

Bullet Paper Rock is a story of survival, and a meditation on desire and loss, 
language and violence. It is at once a requiem for a Levantine past gone 
sour – from the innocent 1970s, through September 11 and its aftermath, to 
the cataclysms of the Arab Spring – and a tribute to women of his family – 
“weavers whose fabric of choice is hope, they were hard at work, at night as 
in daytime, carving out viable lives, ones in which they loved and were loved 
aplenty”.

ABBAS EL-ZEIN has written a novel, Tell the 
Running Water, a memoir, Leave to Remain, and 
a collection of short stories, The Secret Maker of 
the World. He lives in Sydney and teaches at the 
University of Sydney in environmental 
engineering. Abbas has published essays and 
short stories about war, identity and displacement 
for HEAT Magazine, The New York Times, The 
Guardian Newspaper, The Age, Meanjin and Tank 
Magazine, among others.

NARRATIVE NONFICTION

Release Date
3 April 2024

Imprint
Upswell

ISBN
978-0-6458745-3-2

RRP
AU$29.99

Format 
Paperback | 210×150mm | 200pp

Rights held
World

Cover artwork
Red Sky over Tyre, photograph 
by Abbas El-Zein

Abbas El-Zein

Bullet Paper Rock 
A Memoir of Words and Wars
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Brett Walker, Bretty Bobetty Art. 
Stuffed crochet cock

Detachable Penis:  
A Queer Legal Saga
Sam Elkin

In Detachable Penis: A Queer Legal Saga, Elkin relates his bumpy journey 
from lesbian to transgender lawyer in the aftermath of the 2017 marriage 
equality postal survey. 

As the inaugural lawyer of Victoria’s queer law service, Elkin is quickly 
immersed in thorny debates around trans inclusion in sport, children’s 
access to puberty blockers, birth certificate law reform and the Christian 
right’s demand for enhanced religious freedoms. 

Set against the backdrop of a growing moral panic about the ‘trans agenda’, 
Elkin reflects on the double-edged sword of visibility post the ‘transgender 
tipping point’. 

Elkin offers an honest, unflinching account of chest surgery, phalloplasty, 
the emotional impact of cross-sex hormones and the perils of airport body 
scanners. Undogmatic and refreshingly open-minded, Elkin explores his 
ambivalence about aspects of his own transition, masculinity and fears 
of lesbian erasure as he encounters a new world of gender-affirming 
psychologists, surgeons and speech pathologists. 

Through an examination of Elkin’s legal casework and law reform efforts, 
Detachable Penis: A Queer Legal Saga offers a kaleidoscopic view of 
LGBTIQA+ communities living on the margins. This politically sharp 
narrative offers a nuanced account of the lateral violence, poor mental 
health and activist burn out that besets the contemporary LGBTIQA+ rights 
movement. 

Part love letter and part cautionary tale, Detachable Penis: A Queer Legal 
Saga offers a darkly humorous glimpse into Elkin’s unique life in the law that 
will undoubtedly spark many prickly conversations.

SAM ELKIN is a writer, event producer and 
co-editor of Nothing to Hide: Voices of Trans and 
Gender Diverse Australia (Allen & Unwin, 2022). 
Born in England and raised on Noongar land, 
Sam now lives on unceded Wurundjeri land. 
Sam’s essays have been published in the Griffith 
Review, Australian Book Review, Sydney Review 
of Books and Kill Your Darlings. He hosts the 3rrr 
radio show Queer View Mirror and is a Tilde Film 
Festival board member. Detachable Penis: A 
Queer Legal Saga is his first book.

Sam Elkin

Detachable 
Penis
A Queer Legal Saga
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Shakespeare on the Noongar Stage:  
Language Revival and Hecate
Clint Bracknell and Kylie Bracknell

Hecate is the first adaptation of a complete Shakespeare play in one 
Aboriginal language of Australia. Performed entirely in Noongar language, 
this retelling of a well-known yarn about a Scottish king is a landmark work 
of both theatre and language restoration.

Impacted by colonialism and suppressed until the 1970s, the Noongar 
language of the southwest of Western Australia is endangered, yet it thrives 
here in this work, adapted by Kylie Bracknell, performed by a full Noongar 
cast, and presented at Perth Festival, 2020.

Shakespeare on the Noongar Stage contains the complete play, 
accompanied by a glossary and three chapters outlining the process of 
developing and creating a professional stage production with a cast who 
became both language learners and performers, and where song was at the 
heart of their success.

This dazzling project is brought to life in an accessible book designed to 
inspire language recovery and restoration in Australia during the United 
Nations International Decade of Indigenous Languages (2022–2032).

CLINT BRACKNELL is a Noongar song-maker and 
Professor of Music at the University of Western 
Australia investigating connections between song, 
language, landscapes, and improving Indigenous 
community access to cultural heritage collections. 
Cosmos Magazine named him one of 50+ 
Indigenous People Changing the World. Clint 
releases music under the name Maatakitj. 

KYLIE BRACKNELL is an actor, director, and writer 
responsible for ground-breaking productions 
including Hecate, which The Australian lauded in 
its ‘Best of 2020’ year-in-review, and the Noongar 
dub of Bruce Lee’s film ‘Fist of Fury’ retitled ‘Fist 
of Fury Noongar Daa’. Kylie has over two decades 
experience working in Australia’s creative 
industries and is a 2020 recipient of Australia’s 
prestigious Sydney Myer Performing Arts Award.

NARRATIVE NONFICTION

Release Date
3 May 2024

Imprint
Upswell

ISBN
978-0-6452480-8-1

RRP
AU$29.99

Format 
Paperback | 210×150mm | 200pp

Rights held
World

Cover artwork
Photograph by Dana Weeks

 

Clint Bracknell & Kylie Bracknell 

Shakespeare  
on the Noongar
Stage
Language Revival and Hecate
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Patrimonies:  
Essays on Generational Thinking
George Kouvaros

Is a patrimony something we inherit or something we create? Does it mark 
the continuation of the past or its disappearance? Combining elements 
of criticism, cultural history and memoir, Patrimonies addresses the 
questions: How do we take from and give back to those who came before? 
How have their actions and choices left their mark on us? The motivation 
for these questions is an awareness of precariousness – of people, places 
and histories on the brink. This is what gives the essays gathered in this 
collection their sense of occasion as well as responsibility – to those who 
came before and those still to come. The outcome is a form of writing alert 
to the tension between survival and transformation, preservation and 
appropriation that defines the engagements with our forebears, a form of 
writing whose goal is not exposition or unveiling, but maintenance: the 
holding onto what cannot be known about the past.

GEORGE KOUVAROS is Professor of Film Studies 
at the University of New South Wales. His work 
examines how the interactions between different 
media influenced the nature of artistic 
experimentation in the postwar period. Recent 
writings deal with the relationship between 
photographic media and migration. He has also 
been published in leading journals such as New 
German Critique and Screen, and conducted 
interviews with leading international filmmakers.

NARRATIVE NONFICTION

Release Date
3 July 2024

Imprint
Upswell

ISBN
978-0-6458745-4-9

RRP
AU$29.99

Format 
Paperback | 210×150mm | 200pp

Rights held
World

Cover artwork
Georgia Metaxas, Greek Easter 
Series, Image #1, 2000

George Kouvaros

Patrimonies
Essays on Generational Thinking
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The Odd Couple: Re-configuring the  
America-Australia relationship
Allan Behm

America matters. Australia matters. They matter to each other. They matter 
to the world. Their institutional and structural alignments are deep and 
powerful. Americans believe in themselves. Australians believe in each 
other. They are mates. They are gregarious. Americans are single-minded 
and ambitious. Success is the reward for effort. Australians are happy-go-
lucky. They do not push themselves too hard. Americans honour success. 
Australians cut down tall poppies. Both are brash.

There are also many contrasts. America is religious. Australia is secular. 
Curiously, their differences help to explain why they are so close – and why 
their relationship is so superficial.

They share interests: they like winning and being in charge; they like wealth, 
and they like being liked. They like condescension, and excluding people 
they do not like. ‘National security’ is a major shared interest. So is racism. 
America’s (and Australia’s) recent wars have all been against non-whites. 
Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan are worse off for the wars we fought. So are we.

Despite the political rhetoric, America and Australians do not share values. 
They do not share the values of equality, inclusion, respect, tolerance and 
trust. They do share a pervasive sense of insecurity. America supports a  
gun and war culture regardless of the costs, and Australia supports 
American adventurism unconditionally. Their focus on security emphasises 
war, not peace.

America is floundering and appears to have lost its way. It needs friends that 
advise and encourage. As rich and powerful first-world nations, America and 
Australia share a problem: how to recalibrate their relationship to deliver 
peace and prosperity rather than conflict and disharmony. In The Odd 
Couple, Allan Behm suggests ways that America and Australia can transcend 
military glitz to strengthen well-being and human security worldwide. 
America needs a friend, not a flunkey, and Australia may become its best ally.

ALLAN BEHM specialises in international and security policy development, 
political and security risk evaluation, policy analysis and development, and 
negotiating the policy/politics interface.

Following a career spanning nearly thirty years in the Australian Public 
Service, he was Chief of Staff to Minister for Climate Change and Industry 
Greg Combet (2009 to 2013) and senior advisor to the Shadow Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Senator Penny Wong (2017–19).

He has a significant publishing record and is a respected commentator in 
both the electronic and print media. His book No, Minister – an insider’s 
account of what happens behind the scenes in Parliament House – was 
published by Melbourne University Publishing in 2015. It remains a “go to” 
text for those who are interested in leadership, political management, policy 
development and reform. In March 2022, Upswell published No Enemies 
No Friends, a critical examination of what limits Australia as an actor on the 
international stage.

NARRATIVE NONFICTION

Release Date
3 July 2024

Imprint
Upswell

ISBN
978-0-6452479-9-2

RRP
AU$29.99

Format 
Paperback | 210×150mm | 230pp

Rights held
World
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Our Familiars:  
The meaning of animals in our lives
Anne Coombs

How do animals guard, serve, and care for us? And how and why do we  
love them so much?

Anne Coombs spent her entire life working to understand the profound 
answers that come from these two deceptively simple questions. Before her 
death in late 2021 she researched the topic extensively and reflected deeply 
on her own experiences with animals, both domestic and in the paddocks. 
The animals in her life were privy to her deepest and darkest emotions: her 
despair, her tears and her love.

In Our Familiars Anne calls for all animal caregivers to use our great creative 
imaginations to see animals as conducting lives as meaningful as our 
own, intersecting in our intimate spaces. She has left us with a beautiful 
meditation on the awe-inspiring responsibility we take on with other living 
creatures: from their containment and loss of freedom, to our intense and 
mysteriously mutual love.

Opening with the story of Anne’s childhood familiar, Elsie the goat, this 
tender book takes us on an expansive journey that is part personal memoir, 
part insightful research, and part noble call to action.

With her last book, Anne leaves us an invaluable gift. With wit, humour, 
and insight, she implores us to feel wonder as we watch how our animal 
companions live.

ANNE COOMBS was a journalist, author, political activist, and philanthropist. 
She authored five books, including No Man’s Land (Simon & Schuster, 1993), 
Sex and Anarchy: The life and death of the Sydney Push (Viking, 1996) and 
Broometime (Hodder Headline, 2001), co-authored with Susan Varga. Her 
final novel, Glass Houses, was published in 2023 by Upswell.

Anne was one of the founders of Rural Australians for Refugees. She was a 
board member and chair of GetUp! She shared a passion with her partner 
for a fairer Australia, advocating for refugees and people seeking asylum.

In recent years Anne was a frequent essayist and commentator, and a 
regular contributor to the Griffith Review.  She also wrote a feature film 
script set in Australia’s far north, currently being developed for production.

Anne died at her Exeter home in December 2021.

NARRATIVE NONFICTION

Release Date
3 August 2024

Imprint
Upswell

ISBN
978-0-6458745-9-4 

RRP
AU$29.99

Format 
Paperback | 210×150mm | 200pp

Rights held
World
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The Empty Grandstand
Lloyd Jones

Lloyd Jones was seven years old the first time he climbed high into a 
grandstand to watch rugby with his father. The experience was baptismal. 
From his new elevated perspective Jones believed he could see everything 
that mattered – a field of play that rolled out, green with promise, from 
suburban New Zealand to the wider world.

The grandstand is a guiding metaphor for these questing narrative poems 
that reach back into childhood and forward into the life of a writer constantly 
experimenting with form and voice.

Jones writes of the wild secrets of boyhood – riding dogs, falling from trees, 
destroying the class ukuleles, learning to sail in small boats. He is alert to 
the airless small-town grievances that must inevitably be escaped.

As an aspiring young writer Jones travelled widely, testing his identity 
against difference – places, people, politics and importantly, language.

The more recent poems are a re-assembling of coordinates and a return 
to the local view. The grandstand has long been decommissioned – it’s a 
housing estate now, but the poems are full of air and greenery. Dream 
spaces where language is forever in play. 

LLOYD JONES is one of New Zealand’s most innovative and accomplished 
writers. A former journalist who has travelled the world and lived for 
extended periods in other countries, he has published award-winning short 
stories, novellas, novels, essays, and a memoir. His novels include The Book 
of Fame, winner of the Tasmania Pacific Prize for Fiction; Mister Pip, winner 
of the Commonwealth Prize for Literature and shortlisted for the Man Booker 
Prize, Hand Me Down World, shortlisted for the Berlin International Prize for 
Literature, The Cage, and The Fish. He is a New Zealand Arts laureate and 
recipient of the Prime Minister’s Prize for Literature. The Empty Grandstand 
is his first book of poems. 
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soft meteorites
Nathan Shepherdson

In soft meteorites Nathan Shepherdson has installed a type of two-way 
valve that attaches the page to the flesh. Moments are emptied of words 
then refilled with fresh observations. The pulse quietly excludes standard 
angles for a free-form geometry that collects spiralling perspectives. He 
sings inside the silence he listens to. Meditations are a material. Sometimes 
lean and elegant, almost emaciated. At other times the complexities 
compound themselves under lingua-thermal pressure, moving very fast, 
jumping ship like a sailor who doesn’t even know if the ocean is still there. 
Wry smiles are laid out like the silver-plated cake forks inherited from your 
grandmother, tattered velvet a warm home for memories used only on 
special occasions. Memory and Memoriam are primary yet differentiated 
blocks by which Shepherdson’s body is drawn but not yet quartered. Elastic 
hands reach into holes that aren’t there to find the ones that are.

 The counterbalance is in the mood and gestures Shepherdson creates, 
which invite and repel the chaos which parades unnoticed in its endless 
supply of costumes. The question mark, inverted, bristles added to its 
profiled dome sweeps it all away with thinking. Falling is the secondary 
purpose of any cliff small or large. Micro-shadows from dust disturbed  
form answers and shapes for capture and translation before they again 
settle into nothing.

NATHAN SHEPHERDSON is the author of eight 
books of poetry. He has been the recipient of a 
number of awards including the Newcastle 
Poetry Prize, the Thomas Shapcott Poetry Prize, 
and the Mary Gilmore Award. He is a sometime 
collaborator with artists and poets including 
Pascalle Burton, Sandra Selig, Jonathan McBurnie, 
and Alun Leach-Jones. 
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Gulp, Swallow:  
Essays on Change
Brooke Boland

What happens when who you are is different to who you imagined you’d be?

When her son was three, Brooke Boland was diagnosed with depression. 
She went back to find where it all started – the panic attacks, the dissociation 
– in the early days of motherhood. When she found it difficult to read or 
write.

In this wide-ranging collection of essays Boland moves on from the person 
she was and writes to understand who she is now. She swims with sharks, 
falls in love with a rabbit, and watches her father fight for his life. She is a 
newcomer in a small regional town and a mother, but what else? She writes 
about family and friends, life and mortality, memory and forgetting, and 
along the way she finds her voice again.

This book is for anyone who has felt unmoored. It is about the unremarkable 
in-between, the way we try to build a home from nothing, the dirty dishes 
and the loads of washing. The uncertainty and the love. But written in 
sparkling prose with a sly and wry tone that is illuminating about the 
everyday as it pitches for a rich and fulfilled life.

BROOKE BOLAND lives and works on Yuin 
Country in regional NSW. She is a freelance 
writer interested in embodiment and identity and 
has a PhD in Contemporary Women’s Writing 
from the University of NSW. Previously, she 
worked as a casual academic, teaching 
undergraduates at UNSW and Victoria University. 
She now works part time as an arts journalist, 
writing profiles and reviews for various 
publications. Her essays have been published by 
Meanjin, Overland, and the Sydney Review of 
Books. This is Brooke’s first book.
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Vessel:  
The shape of absent bodies
Dani Netherclift

Who would think to call Ophelia a corpse? She is but a woman emptied  
of herself. 

In 1993, when she was 18 years old, Dani Netherclift witnessed the drowning 
deaths of her father and brother in an irrigation channel in North-East 
Victoria. Or, she saw her father and brother disappear beneath an opaque 
surface and never saw these loved ones again. But also, never stopped 
imagining the shape of this bodily loss. Not viewing the bodies grows into 
a form of ambiguous loss that makes the world dangerous, making people 
seem liable to suddenly vanishing.

What would it have been like to have seen them, after the fact? To have 
looked upon their bodies. To picture the emptied vessels of her father and 
brother is to reach toward a sense of closure; a form of magical thinking 
in which goodbye is made possible. Vessel pulls together a language of 
space and ruin, interleaving stories of what it means to lose the physical 
body of a person you love with a bricolage of literature, history and (vessel) 
translations, and the realisation that all bodies become in the end bodies of 
text, beautifully written palimpsests—elegies—inked on the skins of the dead.

DANI NETHERCLIFT is a writer and poet living on 
unceded Taungurung lands in the Victoria High 
Country, surrounded by mountains. She lives 
with her husband, son and daughter and is a PhD 
candidate in creative writing at Deakin University. 
Her area of research is the lyric essay and its 
intersections with white space, elegy and the 
body. She has been published widely and is the 
head poetry editor of SWAMP mag. Vessel is her 
first book.
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Jumbo:  
The coming of age of a Jewish boy
Geoffrey London

This is a story about a boy called Ray who, as a result of his greed and lust 
for life, became Jumbo both in size and in name. Ray was born into a Jewish 
family in Perth, Western Australia, shortly after World War II; a family living 
in a suburban house at a time of growing affluence and cultural change. The 
story follows Ray as his family relocates from the protective confines of the 
local Jewish community, as his own connections to the religion and to that 
community begin to falter.  

Ray is a loner by choice, a shrewd boy who knows how to create shortcuts 
to reduce his effort, and a watcher of life who fancies that he doesn’t miss 
much. He does have both natural and learned attributes that will help him 
later in life and others that will create hurdles for him. 

Told wistfully and with wry humour in a series of linked anecdotes, the story 
is one of a loss of faith, a discovery of selfhood, and one of adventures and 
misadventures, from boyhood to the beginning of an adult life. As his own 
life approaches its late stage, as a strategy for avoiding total erasure, this 
tale is an attempt to add aspects of Ray’s humble life to that great ocean 
of experience and learning that fills bookshelves of libraries and provides 
witness to the process and struggles of being human.  

GEOFFREY LONDON is addicted to film and is also a keen reader of all sorts 
of books, including graphic novels. Jumbo began as a graphic novel, with 
illustrations planned to take a major role in the narrative. But, in the making, 
text became the dominant part of the telling, with the illustrations assuming 
a more static and supportive role. London has not written fiction before. 
Nor has he previously attempted to illustrate a book, in this instance, based 
on photographs and memory. In his previous life he was an architect, an 
academic, and a public servant.
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Something Personal
Reflections on the Movement for Indigenous 
Rights, 1978–2023
The photography of Juno Gemes

This significant book brings together a powerful collection of over  
220 photographs, fusing Juno Gemes’ current and continuing work with 
her unique living archive. It is the summation of a career witnessing 
and advocating for change: a collection of photographs making visible 
the history of the First Nations people’s struggle for justice over the last 
fifty years in Australia, providing a visual history and background of The 
Movement leading up to the Voice referendum of late 2023. 

Something Personal is a landmark publication based on collaboration, 
revealing the true history of Australia. The uncovering of an often-invisible 
history of resistance and the fight for self-determination has long been at 
the heart of Juno Gemes’ engagement with the First Nations people she has 
known and worked with over decades and generations. These photographs 
include portraits of political and cultural leaders and intimate community 
events as well as activism played out on the streets. Continuing her 
collaborative approach, the book includes new writings and poems by key 
contributors including the Honourable Linda Burney MP, Larissa Behrendt, 
Djon Mundine, Fred Myers, Frances Peters-Little, John Maynard, Catherine 
de Lorenzo, Julianne Schultz and Ali Cobby Eckermann.

Photographs covering crucial moments in history including the Redfern 
Revolution, the land rights campaigns, the National Apology to the Stolen 
Generations, the election of eleven Indigenous Members to the 47th Federal 
Parliament, and the preparations for the 2023 Referendum on the Voice to 
Parliament, form the backbone of this book.

Photographer and social justice activist JUNO GEMES has spent much of 
her long career documenting the lives and struggles of First Nations people. 
Born in Budapest, Gemes moved to Australia with her family in 1949. She 
held her first solo exhibition, We Wait No More, in 1982; the same year she 
exhibited photographs in the group shows After the Tent Embassy and 
Apmira: Artists for Aboriginal Land Rights. 

In 2003 the National Portrait Gallery exhibited her portraits of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander reconciliation activists and personalities, Proof: 
Portraits from the Movement 1978–2003, and has since acquired many of 
her photographs. Gemes was one of ten photographers invited to document 
that National Apology in Canberra in 2008. The Macquarie University Art 
Gallery held a survey exhibition of her work, The Quiet Activist: Juno Gemes, 
in 2019.
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“Something Personal is the first 
fully retrospective testament to 
a woman universally revered 
for her artistry, activism, 
engagement and collaboration. 
It also shines with the warmth, 
wry side glances, acuity and 
determined end game that fill her 
images with life and hope.”
Gael Newton
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Sun & Shadow: Art of the Spinifex People 
John Carty and Luke Scholes, editors 

The Spinifex people have been living on their ancestral homelands in the 
Great Victoria Desert in Western Australia since time immemorial. This 
continuous narrative was interrupted momentously by the Maralinga atomic 
testing in the mid 20th Century. But after returning to their homelands, 
Spinifex people began to fight for greater recognition. Painting made their 
story visible. 

Over the past 25 years they have developed unique modes of painting to 
express their communal identity and history. Born of the need to present 
evidence in Native Title contexts, Spinifex painting has a unique political 
history and visual tradition that marks it out as a singular art history 
in Australia – but one that also sheds light on the broader histories of 
Aboriginal art.

The history of the Spinifex people and their unique contribution to 
Australian art history remains largely unheralded. Featuring stunning 
reproductions of significant paintings, and insightful essays by experts and 
friends of the artists, this publication positions the Spinifex people  
as major figures in the Australian historical and art-historical landscape.

JOHN CARTY is the Head of Humanities at the 
South Australian Museum, and Professor of 
Museum Studies at the University of Adelaide. 
He has worked extensively with Aboriginal artists 
and custodians across Australia in producing 
pioneering books and exhibitions. Some key 
publications include Balgo: Creating Country 
(2021) and Ngaanyatjarra: Art of the Lands (2012). 
He has worked with the Spinifex artists since 2011.

LUKE SCHOLES is a research fellow at Deakin 
University. Between 2015–2021 he was the 
curator of Aboriginal art at the Museum and 
Art Gallery of the Northern Territory. During this 
time, he curated the Telstra National Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Awards. He has curated 
multiple award-winning exhibitions including 
Tjungunutja: from having come together (2017) 
and the moment eternal: Nyapanyapa. Yunupingu 
(2020) and written extensively about Aboriginal art.

2023
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Dot Circle and Frame:  
The Making of Papunya Tula Art 
John Kean

The course of Australian art changed in 1971. Kaapa Tjampitjinpa, Tim 
Leura Tjapaltjarri, Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri and Johnny Warangula 
Tjupurrula were central to the formulation of a radical new form of 
desert art. Standing out among an exceptional cohort of painting men 
at Papunya (a remote government settlement in Central Australia) this 
‘gang of four’ closely related artists deployed their inherited iconography 
while exploring poetic possibilities offered by paint on canvas. Each was 
responsible for innovations that still influence contemporary desert art. 
Papunya Tula art did not emerge from barren ground, and John Kean’s 
fine-grained study reveals the artform’s surprising sources, from its 
wellspring in the ceremonies of Central Australia to the popular culture of 
the mid-twentieth century. Rather than commencing his analysis in 1971, 
John Kean foregrounds the contested intercultural context in which the 
artists came into manhood, showing how they achieved their agency, first 
as stockmen and labourers, then as artists. 

This lavishly illustrated book draws on social history, visual anthropology, 
as well as formal art analysis to identify how the key innovations that 
informed contemporary desert art were realised. Dot, Circle and Frame 
examines the lived experience and totemic associations of the artists to 
show just how a new vision of ceremony and Country was assembled. This 
book leads the reader to a deeper understanding of a critical juncture, as 
four artists claimed a pivotal space in the history of Australian art.  

JOHN KEAN is a writer and curator. He was Art Advisor at Papunya 
Tula Artists Pty Ltd (1977–79); the inaugural Exhibition Coordinator at 
Tandanya: the National Aboriginal Cultural Institute; Exhibition Coordinator 
at Fremantle Arts Centre, and Producer with Museum Victoria. John is 
a regular visitor to Papunya and adjacent Aboriginal communities, and 
maintains ongoing relationships with the descendants of the founding 
Papunya Tula artists.
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NEW YORK CITY Glow
Rachel Coad

A snake, an octopus and the near death of Johnny Ramone. The almost true 
account of the 1977 New York City blackout. 

Set in the 1970s, the story’s capstone is the 1977 New York City blackout.

Ray the snake is a sad, lonely, middle aged insurance salesman from 
Midway Kentucky, looking for a better life. Strawberry is a Glow Octopus 
(Stauroteuthis syrtensis) with an inability to control her glow. Strawberry 
finds herself in constant trouble; she has a prison record and an FBI file to 
prove it.

The unlikely pair embark on a road trip to New York City, where they rub 
shoulders with rock royalty. Things get electric – in more ways than one.

A tribute to all kinds of music, from elevator to opera.

In a painting career spanning 20 years,  
RACHEL COAD has exhibited in both Australia 
and the UK. In 2016 she was awarded Black Swan 
Prize for portraiture. A history in illustration and 
design. This is Rachel’s first graphic novel. Or as 
she likes to call it: ‘A long comic’.
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